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Wednesday,
May 8, 2013

Cocktails: 5:30 • Dinner: 6:30
Raffle/Action & Prizes: 7:00

Elks Lodge
1775 West Chandler Blvd.
Chandler, Arizona 85224

N E W S L E T T E R
Joe Staller • May 2013

I survived my first month as the DFC president with only minor damage. I did panic
at the April meeting when the club laptop would not accommodate Vince Deadmond’s
excellent presentation on Muskie fishing. But Gentry Smith saved the day by asking his
lovely wife Michelle to drop everything and bring a more modern laptop to the meeting.
Crisis averted! Speaking of Vince’s presentation, this made me sufficiently motivated to
go finish building the 10 wt rod that’s been hanging around my man cave for a few years.
(Dave Weaver might have helped. But just a little bit.) I have also ordered a couple of fly
lines for it, and we will hopefully go fish Quemado Lake in the next few weeks. I’ll let
you know how we do.
Since the last newsletter, we had our Danish casting games and our casting clinic. At each of these events
I’ve picked up a few hints, and my casting is starting in improve. I hope that the others that attended are also
seeing some improvements.
Although I had planned to attend the joint fishing trip with the Payson club, life interfered and I ended
up going to work that day. I heard that fishing was good for the sunfish and trout. I hope somebody got to
enjoy my $12 worth of ribs.
Our next big outing is Becker Lake the weekend of May 4. This will coincide with the White Mountain
Lakes Foundation “Becker Best” event, and there will be experts there to explain/demonstrate how to rig
and fish for the big Becker Lake rainbows. Then there is the White Mountains extravaganza in June, and
the Durango, Colorado trip in July. Lots of fishing planned, hope you can make some of these great outings!
Joe Staller
Catch me at: joestaller@yahoo.com

MAY DFC CLUB MEETING...
Dave Brown will be doing his presentation
for our DFC May meeting on fly fishing in
Western Canada.
Join us, at the ELKS on the 8th of May.
We'll see you then!

The DFC White Mountain Extravaganza • June 21-23rd at the Winn Campground.

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

We will be in the group campground again and we will have our annual Chili Pot-Luck and Crawfish Boil. I'll supply the
traps to catch the crawfish and the fixins for the boil and you get to supply chili for the pot-luck, so break out your best
chili recipes. For those of you who have never been on this outing, we'll be centrally located to fish several of the best
trout lakes in Arizona, including Big Lake, Sunrise Lake, Carnero, Drift Fence, Hawley, Becker and Christmas Tree Lakes
and several good streams as well, so there's plenty of opportunity to find fish and reasonably close to the campground.
There is no power at Winn, but there is water, clean restrooms and a chance to see wildlife (I saw mule deer, whitetail
deer and elk all within a couple hundred yards of the camp last year). The cost is $15 per car per night, payable to me at
the May and June meetings or at the campground the weekend of the outing. Appropriate gear for the lakes is 4 or 5wt
rods, intermediate sinking lines and floating lines if you happen to catcha dry fly hatch. Gear for the streams is 2, 3 or
4 wt rods and floating lines. Common leaders and tippet are usually 5x, but I like to have a selection depending on the
conditions. Flies will include the usual suspects, including woolly buggers, beadhead nymphs (Prince, Pheasant Tail,
Copper Johns, etc), damselfly nymphs and midges. Make sure you bring along some hoppers and the popular dries for
the streams. Several folks who have been there before will be on the trip, so there's always someone to ask about where
to fish and to fish with. I'll look forward to seeing all of you there!
Tight lines,
Mike Yavello

Questions??...Catch me at: mike.yavello@gmail.com

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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July Club Outing:
Durango, Colorado
Thursday July 18 –
Sunday July 21, 2013

Hosts/Organizers: Tom Horvath, mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com
Tom Russo, tomr@divisionnineinc.com | Gentry Smith, design@gentrysmith.com
The 2013 DFC Outings Committee has been hard at work planning yet another exiting club trip! This
time around we will be making the club’s inaugural trip to Durango, Colorado located near the four
corners area. Durango is a fly angler hot-spot for both streams and lake fishing. With three fly shops
in the area you know they take their fly fishing seriously. Once again we are offering options to fit
everyone’s interests and budgets. We have arranged a “meet and greet” at The San Juan Angler fly
shop for Thursday evening where the staff will be going over areas to fish and fly selection. Angler
are encouraged to bring their significant others along since Durango has something fun to offer everyone. If you would like to attend this trip, please see Tom Horvath at the next club meeting. Space
is limited and all the money needs to be turned in by the June meeting (June 12, 2013). No changes
can be made after this deadline.
Hope to see you there!
Tom Horvath,
2013 Outing Chairman

Lodging:
Durango Downtown Inn

http://www.durangodowntowninn.com/
Couples = $400 • (King Room, 3-nights, 2-guests)
Singles = $200 • (Double Room, 3-nights per guest based on double occupancy, 2-people per room)
We will be staying a the Durango Downtown Inn, located on the edge of town. This is one of only
two hotels in town located directly on the Animas River. We have a limited number of rooms reserved
(12-rooms total) and have negotiated a significant savings for our members (-40%). You simply
couldn’t come close to this rate on your own for this time of year. Single King Rooms are available for
couples and Double Rooms are available for individual anglers -- we will pair up single anglers two
people per room. All rooms feature television, in-room coffee, ironing board and free Wi-Fi. The hotel
also has an indoor pool, fitness center, self parking, and onsite Applebee’s restaurant. Animas River
access is available nearby and it is only a short walk (3-blocks) to the heart of Downtown Durango.

Guided Fishing Packages:

The San Juan Angler

http://thesanjuanangler.com/
Cost = $230 • per angler, per day (based on 2-anglers per guide, we will do our best to pair
single anglers) THIS PRICE INCLUDES GIUDE TIP AND FLIES!
The San Juan Angler has been selected for our guided trips and a “meet and greet” session is planned
on Thursday evening to review the local fly patterns and areas that are currently producing fish.
Guide trips are available for rivers, small streams and lakes. Private water may be available for an
additional fee.

Places To Fish:

To begin, you can fish for trout in the Animas River right behind the hotel. Now, how is that for convenience! Many fishable areas are just minutes away from our lodging. Nearby streams are Vallecito,
Pine, and Piedra Creeks. The Doloras is another possible selections. Lakes abound in the area, so you
may want to pack your pontoon or float tube. In addition to the area’s abundant trout opportunities, some local lakes also have northern pike. The guides and shop will be pointing us to the most
productive areas to fish while we are there.

Equipment:

3-6 weight rods are recommended based on the areas selected to fish. 3-4 weights on small streams
are the ticket and 4-6 weights for the lakes. Also the standard net, nippers, sunscreen, waders, hemostats and hat is suggested. You will want to bring both floating and sinking fly lines. Don’t forget you
personal watercrafts for the lakes. A special fly tying session will be at Tom Horvath’s house in June.

Things To Do:

Besides the vast quantity of angling opportunities near Durango there are many other activities
available while we are there.
• Durango Fiesta Days, http://www.durangofiestadays.com
• Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad, http://www.durangotrain.com
• Restaurants & Brew Pubs, http://www.durango.org/restaurants/durango-restaurants.aspx
• Shopping, http://www.durango.org/activities/durango-shopping.aspx
• Hiking / Nature Viewing, http://www.durangoutdoors.com/
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March of 2013 Electrofish Survey of Lees Ferry
(An old Trout Bum learning new tricks)
The motto of Arizona Game and Fish (AZGFD)
is “Managing today for wildlife tomorrow.” Recently I had an opportunity to experience on small
aspect of that dedication when Mike Anderson of
AZGFD invited me to join his team of committedprofessionals to conduct electrofishing surveys of
the Colorado River in Glen Canyon. As I would
learn this is a very well planned, well equipped
project conducted by young professionals committed to improving and enjoying this outdoor experience through their energetic efforts, knowledge of
fisheries biology and procedural techniques to collect vital data to managing the Lees Ferry fishery.
My trip started at AZGFD Headquarters of the
Carefree Highway in North Phoenix when I met up
with Steve Skiba, an intern with AZGFD. Steve and
I were to ride together and meet up with the rest of
the team in Flagstaff. Steve will be graduating from
Arizona State University in May. For the last week
Steve was down on the southern border of Arizona
assisting in a study of the Sonoran Tiger Salamander. His joy and excitement for the work he has
been doing is very evident along with his love and
appreciation for the outdoors.

Steve and I meet up with the rest of the team at
the Grand Canyon Monitoring and Research Center’s (GCMRC) logistics and support area in Flagstaff. The total number on the team will be nine.
At the GCMRC we pick up three boats, motors,
fuel, generators, nets, buckets, aerators, lots of electronic equipment and more. By the time Steve and
I move our personal gear into the AZGFD trucks
the beds are full along with much of the passenger
compartments. Around noon we headed out for
the drive to Marble Canyon. I had the opportunity
to ride with Dave, a friend of over 20 years dating back to when he was owner operator of Marble
Canyon Outfitter’s. Dave now works logistic support for the GCMRC keeping atop the equipment
required for research trips on the Colorado River
and will be the boatman for one of the electrofishing boats.
We arrive at Marble Canyon Lodge check in and
head on down to the Launch site at Lees Ferry. Two
of the boats are for electrofishing, the third is to
process the fish netted after electrofishing. These
are two inflatable craft fit with a frame to hold the
required equipment. The key equipment is a gen-

erator adapted to inject a pulsing DC voltage into
the water through two ball electrodes. There are
also flood lights for visibility at night, catch nets,
live well, antenna to detect any pit tagged fish. The
third boat is a processing boat. It is a flat bottom
boat equipped with flood lights, small generator,
antenna to detect pit tagged fish, computer to manage data, buckets to hold the fish delivered from the
electrofishing boats, aerators which bubble air into
the buckets to keep the fish alive, weighing scale,
measuring tools and other support equipment.

The work commences a little before dark as we
take off from the Lees Ferry launch. The river has
been divided into a number of sites on both the left
and right side facing downstream. Sites vary in
length but typically may be several hundred yards.
The beginning and end point of each site is precisly
marked by GPS coordinates. As we head up stream
a member of each electrofishing boat carries a log
with the start point and finish point for there sites
and carries a GPS to located the start and finish on
the sites. When the boat reaches the start of each
site it will go into shore and a baton will be set to
mark the location. The same is done for the top of
each site. These battons are very reflective when
the lights of the boats are shown on them. They are
small and are not very noticable during the day. I
have fished Glen Canyon for many years and have
not noticed these reflective markers. They are a
standard means to mark areas of research on the
river. Late at night when heading home it is amazing to see how many have been place along the
corridor. We remove ours as a site is completed.
While the electrofishing boats are marking sties,
the processing boat selects its location along the
corridor and sets up to receive the fish for processing.

The work begins when the sun goes down. Each
electrofishing boat has a crew of three. The boatmen or driver who is a very skilled individual to
maneuver the boat along the river’s edge working
in and out around rocks, boulders, sand bars and
more. On one boat is my friend David and the
other Steve. The boatman also starts the generator and controls the settings for the power applied
to the stream. In the front are two netters to net
the fish when they are stunned. One of the netters
has a foot peddle to actuate the electrical discharge.
Once the fish are netted they are immediately place
in a live well in the center of the boat. The netting
team on one boat is Pilar and Steve, whom I road
to Flagstaff with, and on the other boat is Robin
and Fenner. When a team has finished a specific
site their boat meets up with the processing boat
to transfer the fish into buckets with areators intil
they can be processed.

The processing boat also has a crew of three.
On this trip the team consisted of Mike, Luke the
boatsman and myself. Two members take the data
on each fish and the third records the information
on data sheets. The data is segregated by site. The
two processing the fish will call to the recorder the
type of fish, length, if it is male, female or undetermined, if it is carring eggs or sperm (ripe), its
weight and check the fish with an antenna to see
if it is embedded with a PIT tag. If a PIT tag is
detected the specific indentifying number can be
read on a digital display. After processing the fish
are returned to the river. This is a fast moving process to keep up with the two electrofishingboats.
Should a site yield only a few fish the boat can
process them rather than travel to the processing
boat. I was hesitent to try too many of the different
jobs as speed and accuracy of the teams was very
good and critical to success. Over the night Mike
encourage me to try each postion to get a feel for
each job and to make me a more flexible member
of the crew. For several sites I even transferred to
an electrofishing boat to net fish.
For this first night we finished up around one
in the morning and headed home. These boatmen
know the river and with a flood light in hand travel
back to the lauch point full speed ahead. The lights
frequently catch a beaver on the shore checking out
the late night intruders of their domain. By the
time we wind down and are back to our rooms it is
around two in the morning. The bed feels great to
this old man. I sleep until around 7 a.m. The day
....continued on page 4
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...continued
March of 2013 Electrofish Survey of Lees Ferry
started with coffee in the room and me assembling
my fly fishing gear. Mike and I have a plan to head
out around 8 to 8:30 a.m. to do some fishing up
river. Nothing like doing our own rod serveys in
the down time.

The second night we departed the launch area
between 5 and 5:30 p.m. While the electrofishing boats set out to mark their sites we headed up
stream to a point above Honey Draw so Luke could
count redds at that location. Redds are nesting sites
for fish where the eggs are deposited by the female
and usually she stays close by watching over them.
We did notice several large trout holding over the
redds. When Luke got his count we headed a short
distance back down stream to set up the processing
location. This night would be a little different as
we would be marking all fish caught without a PIT
tag with one and again the fish would be returned
to the site of their capture. Much like a pet is injected with a micro chip the fish would be injected
with the PIT tag. As before all information about
each fish would be recorded and pit tag numbers
entered into the data base.
The PIT tags of recaptured fish provide valuable information to the fisheries biologist. One
key bit of information is an estimate of the population of fish in a location. When fish are recaptured the biologist uses a statistical tool known as
Mark-Recapture to estimate the population. Just
two months ago I had the opportunity to learn this
method in a class room environment thanks to researchers at the GCMRC. The accuracy can be effected by a number of parameters.

This night we would again complete the fishing
and processing around 1 a.m. and make our run
back to the launch site. The plans for the morning were to take a “short” hike along Cathedral
Wash down to the Colorado River. We headed out
around 11 a.m. and park along the road to Lees
Ferry where a small wash goes under the road.
Mike, Steve, Fenner and I head down a small slope
to begin our hike. As time went on we dropped
lower into a canyon which was more than a wash.
The scenery was beautiful, the course to move forward is often in question. It was good to be hiking
with three young men that collectively should be
able to get me out of there if needed. In actuality the hike was not bad, the views were super and
when the wash opened to the Colorado River we
were meet both with a wonderfull vision and a cool
breeze coming off the river. Finding our way back
to the truck was easy but did require two minor
back tracks. Not long after our return Mike grilled
some great tasting burgers and steaks that went
down very easy with a good beverage. Then it was
time to change into our work cloths for another
work night under the stars in the canyons of the
Colorado River.

ing rather than moving the fish up river. The next
morning we would depart for the storage yard of
the GCMRC around 9 a.m. After helping to unload gear Steve and I said our goodbyes and headed
back to Phoenix.
So what does all this work of the last three day
mean, what can be done with it? This is one of
several such trips accomplished each year. These
trips generate key data for the biologists to gain insights into the fish in the Glen Canyon reach of the
Colorado River. We gain knowledge into the types
of fish. On this trip we captured mostly Rainbow
Trout, as was to be expected, also captured were
a few Brown trout, two very large carp, and one
Flannelmouth sucker. The condition of all fish appeared quite good, a nice length to girth ratio and
healthy weights. This was very important after the
high flows of November, 2012. The logged data
will allow more precise digital analysis of their condition. Those fish captured with PIT tags can be
compared to the last time they were capture. From
comparing data with the last capture growth rates
can be calculated as well as establishing a record
of their movement in the river. As was mentioned
before the Mark-Recapture statistical analysis allows the biologist to make an estimate to the fish
population. All of this is critical information to assit in keeping the Lees Ferry Fishery an important
destination to the recreational fishers.
We are very fortunite to have such fine folks as
those included in this journal to dedicate their efforts, education and vocation to “Managing today
for wildlife tomorrow.”
The Old Trout Bum...

Gerald (Jerry) Myers

Catch me at: GMyers12@msn.com

This night we would head back up river to
conduct fishing on some of the same sites as the
night before in an effort to gain recapture data. I
was finally getting into the work pattern to be a
contributing member of the team and when our
boat went into shore I jumped out set up the small
power generator, took the buckets out, filled them
with water and set up the areators in them. This allowed Mike and Luke to set up the PIT tag antenna
gear, computer and logs. This last evening all of us
were ready to go before it was dark enough to begin
electrofishing. We had set up the processing location in the home territory of three beaver that came
out to check on what we were doing. I can’t say
they were pleasantly excited to see us. The work
went very speedy once we started and by midnight
we were packing up and heading for the launch.
One fishing team had a very successful site down
near 8 mile bar and were doing their own process-

And speaking of
Lees Ferry...
Harriet Georgopapadakos Flyfishing
with a Guide at Lees Ferry
(8:00 AM on April 19, 2013)
We went to Lees Ferry for my birthday.
I witnessed Harriet hooking and playing
with over two dozen fish in 3 hours. Landing six of them over 14 inches. One in excess of 5 pounds broke her
line.
Michael Georgopapadakos
Catch me at: michaelg29@yahoo.com
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Fly Tying Classes

Interested in learning to tie flies or to improve tying skills? How about just getting together to compare notes
and techniques (sometimes referred to as a Lie and Tie). Bob Harrison, Tom Horvath and Roger Query have
been hosting classes for one skill level or another almost every week at Bass Pro Shops. If you are interested,
call Bass Pro Shops 602-606-5600 and ask for the Fly Shop to get your name on the list.
We rotate through Introduction to fly tying the first Tuesday of the month, Extended beginners classes the 2nd
Tuesday of the month and youth classes the 4th Tuesday.

For May the dates are:

May 7th – Intro to Fly Tying • May 14th – Extended Beginners • May 28th - Youth Tying.

The next Beginning Tying class will start in June. The dates and patterns for the class are:

June 4, (Intro Tools, Materials, Wooly Bugger), June 6 (Gold Ribbed hares Ear, Pheasant Tail Nymph),
June 11 (Fly of the month), June 13 (AZ Peacock Lady, Damsel Nymph),
June 18 (Elk Hair Caddis, Parachute Adams)
The patterns for May Extended beginner class are Sunrise Special and Madam X to add standbies to your box.
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SPRING TIGER MUSKY FLY FISHING

Tiger Musky like many other fish start to get
more active in the Spring. I just found the Tigers
in the desert last year, and I made three trips to
Quemado Lake in New Mexico. The Tiger Musky
were added to Quemado and Bluewater Lakes to
take care of an overpopulation of Gold Fish and
White Sucker that had caused the Trout fishing to
crash. That was in 2003, and now the Trout fishing is good, the Tiger Musky fishing is great, and
the Gold Fish and White Sucker are still numerous.
Last year I caught Tiger Musky each trip I made to
Quemado, but there were a few days where I got
skunked. Welcome to Tiger Musky fishing. Many
of you know about the fish of 10,000 casts, from
living or visiting the upper Midwest, but Musky
fishing has gone mainstream and is available in
many more places, like New Mexico.
Fly fishers have a reputation of spending freely on travel, gear, guides, and lodges in hopes of
catching a trophy fish. I am known as a frugal person, friends and family call me CB, so I upgraded
some gear, got a new boat cushion, improved my
fly tying, got a larger net, and split expenses with

Annual DFC
Casting Games
Yes...after a month's delay due to
some sloppy weather, we once
again held our fun, game, instruction and food gathering on Saturday, March 30, 2013 • 10:00 AM
till 2:00 PM at the Red Mountain
Ranch- Wren Ramada Area.
Thanks to all who got in on this
classic event and to Charlie Rosser
with his camera. I'm sorry I didn't
make my appearance
with my bamboo fly
rods...I'll be there next
year for sure!
R.McKeon, Editor
Catch me at:
rmckeon2@ciox.net

my fishing buddy Jerry King. While not spending a
fortune I have several trophy fish in my fishing resume. Traveling to Quemado Lake takes about four
and one half hours drive time, and does not need
to be expensive. Previous trips I camped in the free
campground. This last trip was colder than I would
like for camping so we stayed at the Largo Motel in
the town of Quemado. While not as cheap as some
fishing motels I have used in the past, the room was
large, clean, comfortable, and relatively new. While
I didn’t think it was a bargain, it was OK for $65
per night to split with a fishing buddy. The Largo
Cafe was a good choice for breakfast, dinner, and
the pie was excellent. The other cafe in town closed
too early for us to fish and eat late, and we decided
not to try the hot dogs at the Mini Mart.
While I knew there were trophy fish in this lake
I really had not thought about catching a big fish.
My personal best fish last year was a 36 inch fish,
and I caught several in the 30 inch range. I was able
to improve my personal best Tiger Musky catch on
the first fish. It was a 38 inch fish that bit my sucker
colored 3/0 fly during the morning session about

by Vince Deadmond

10 AM Phoenix time. We continued to fish, and on
the way back to the boat launch I had what looked
like a large Musky following my fly, but I could not
get a strike. We took a break, had some lunch, and
stretched out on the ground like a couple of hobos. Back on the water around 3 PM and at 4PM I
hooked a giant fish in the spot where I had the follow earlier in the day. While all Tiger Musky look
big while in the water, I was yelling at my fishing
partner, “This is really a big fish!”
Sure enough, it was a big fish, that barely fit into
my large Musky net. I was holding onto the massive
45 inch fish like a state champion wrestler. Think
about the most fish slime you have ever seen, then
add a gallon. It was all over me. My wife Debi said,
“What smells?” After I told her the story, she pointed me to the laundry room. With Musky fishing it
is good to have a fishing buddy to help net, photograph, and release the fish. Thanks again Jerry!
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy
can be reached at Best Hardware 237 N Apache
Trail, Apache Junction, AZ, vince@ajbest.com
and 480 982 7461.
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OPPORTUNITIES TO FISH PRIVATE WATERS
Anyone who is an avid fly fisher (someone who is interested in feeling
a jerk of any kind on the other end of the line) has at one time or another come across an article about fishing "private water". I am one of
those people. I have read and have been told stories about the incredible
experiences of those who somehow have been able to fish water that is
not run over by the crowds.
With this in mind I again found myself in Texas (Houston) to spend
10 days being supervised by my grandkids while my single-parent son
was on a surfing vacation in Costa Rica. I say supervised because I have long since learned that one does
not babysit a seventeen year old girl...soon to be eighteen and an adult "I have a car, a job, and a boyfriend
so I am almost an adult" and a thirteen year old boy
who knows more about the digital age than I will ever
know even if I make it to the century mark.
My younger brother lives in a little town named
Spring about 25 miles north of Houston and works
with a lady in his office that owns a 300 acre ranch
in just outside the town of Normangee. Normangee is
about a two hour drive NNW of Spring and Marsha
had invited my brother and I to see if we could reduce
the population of 12 to 15 inch bass in their 20 acre
pond to enable the bigger fish to grow and the little
fish to become bigger fish.
We gratefully accepted the assignment as having read the above mentioned stories I had always
dreamed of being able to do something like this. Having essentially no fishing pressure, except for Marsha's
husband Tim's occasional foray to the pond, the fish
were VERY cooperative. They would hit a fly as soon
as it hit the water. We missed several fish because we
couldn't mend the line quick enough from the crosswind casts we were sometimes forced to make. The fly would land and
BANG!, a bite. Bite is probably not the proper way to describe the hit as
they would just smash the fly. We tried poppers early in the morning and
had little action with the exception of some little ones, 10-12 inches. The
bigger fish seemed to like big flies. We switched to #8 cloussers and they
went crazy. It would only take about eight to ten fish to just shred the
flys. Eventually we ran out of the traditional cloussers with big eyes and
had to switch to brass bullet head flys with some olive maribou and a
little flash. I say ran out because in the ten hours of fishing we caught and
landed over 100 nice bass. Since we usually practice catch and release it
was like a new experience to actually have to filet some of these fish. Fortunately my brother had brought along an electric knife which made the
job much more efficient.
Tim and Marsha run some cattle on their ranch and there were several
hanging around while we were enjoying the fishing. About the middle
of the morning the bull that I had been listening to do his grunting thing

by Dick Brooks

came down to the water's edge for a drink. He was about 50 yards to my
right and continued his grunting sound after he finished his drink. He
also expressed much interest in me and started walking my way. I decided that it wasn't too smart to try to face off with a 1200 pound bull so I
started easing my way to the left towards my brother's truck. Well, every
time I moved the bull moved. In fact if I moved 5 yards the bull would
move about 8 yards closer to me. Since this continued to occur I thought
it best if I just go sit in the truck for a while and let the bull move on
to greener pastures. Wasn't meant to be. No sooner had we piled into the truck than the bull walked
right up to the driver's door and continued his grunting. He just didn't seem to want to go away. My
brother always brings along his Taurus Judge loaded
with six 410 shotgun shells as there always seems to
be a water moccasin in the area where we want to fish
and the Judge takes care of that problem quickly. We
fired a shot out the window of the truck to see if we
could encourage Mr. Bull to move on and he barely
blinked an eye when the gun went off. Eventually he
wandered far enough away for me to slip out of the
truck and open the gate so we could cross the dam
and then close it to keep him on the other side. Problem solved. We later learned that Tim and Marsha
sometimes come down to the lake in their truck to
feed the cattle and that the bull was probably just
looking for a bite to eat. They say he is very friendly
and would never hurt anyone but it is just too difficult
to stand there not knowing his "friendly" side.
Most of the bass we caught were in the 1 1/2
pound to 2 pound range with the occasional 3 to 6
pound fish. I had brought along an 8wt and a 5wt
for this adventure a quickly learned that the 5wt
was just not enough rod to pull these fish out of the
weeds. Broke one lite weight rod trying to horse a fish up on the bank as
wading out in the water to lip them was not possible because of the soft
sticky mud bottom. Howver, the 8wt that I built with the considerable
help from Dave Weaver, Master Rod Builder and craftsman extrodinaire
did the job perfectly. The enclosed picture of the bass I am trying to hold
up for the camera went just over 6 pounds.
If you EVER have the opportunity to fish ANY "private water" drop
everything, cancel everything and go and have a BLAST.
Dick Brooks, DFC Trout Bum
Catch me at: gdubby77@gmail.com

Come get involved...Talk Fly Fishing with us.
See you at the next club meeting!
....also remember
San Juan River Outing 2013 • September 26 - 29

Your host for this year’s trip will be Charlie Rosser. Any questions see him at the meeting or give him a call at
480-586-7163 or e-mail him at chasr123@cox.net.

2013 DESERT FLY CASTERS
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Michael Georgopapadakos-Vice President
Harriet Georgopapadakos- Treasurer
Rick Scott- Secretary
Outings- Tom Horvath/Gentry Smith
Programs- Gentry Smith/David Huang

May Outing – Becker Lake
Dates: Thursday, May 2 – Sunday, May 5, 2013

Library
Kristen Kyle
Retail/Books/Logo -Jerry King
Membership- Dave Weaver
(Also- Newsletter distribution)
Education
Cinda Howard/Mayer/Gentry
Conservation- Joe Miller/Brooks/Stewart
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Raffles- Kristen Kile
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor

Where: Rode Inn Motel -- Springerville, AZ
Host: Gentry Smith | Phone: (480) 213-0372 | design@getnrysmith.com

White Mountain Extravaganza
Dates: Friday, June 21 - Sunday, June 23, 2013
White Mountain Winn Campgrounds Details/Questions: Mike Yavello - mike.yavello@gmail.com

Fly Fish with us DFC Trout Bums...

Durango, Colorado

Dates: Thursday July 18 – Sunday July 21, 2013

Details in this DFC Newsletter issue- page 2
Hosts/Organizers: Tom Horvath, mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com
Tom Russo, tomr@divisionnineinc.com • Gentry Smith, design@gentrysmith.com

Member at Large
Dick Brooks, Tom Russo,
David Huang, Charlie Russer,
John Myer, Mike Stewart,
Doc Nickel
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

...
club meeting
See ya at the May 8, 2013
Wednesday,

MAIL TO: ☛
Desert Fly Casters
PO Box 42252
Mesa, AZ 85274-2252

